
Gin & Tonic

A classic in which proportion is 
everything! Two parts tonic to 
one part GINRAW allows you 
to savour the nuances of 
GINRAW. 

Ingredients:

2 oz. GINRAW

7 oz. tonic water

Twist of lemon



Smoked Dry Martini

A slightly smoked touch to 
preserve the essence of a classic 
Martini.

Ingredients:

2 oz. GINRAW

0.5 oz. dry vermouth infused 
with Lapsang Souchong tea

Twist of orange



The perfect balance between intensity and 
freshness. Honey and almond give density 
and depth without being overwhelming. 
Ginger and lemon lend a hint of freshness 
for balance.

Ingredients

2 oz. GINRAW

1 oz. honey syrup

Sliver of ginger and almond

1 oz. lemon juice

Twist of lemon

(Tuiles made with with lemon zest, almond, 
honey, candied ginger and GINRAW)

Rare Bee’s Knees



The classic Gin & Tonic with an 
original touch that enhances 
the citrus and floral aromas of 
GINRAW.

Ingredients:

2 oz. GINRAW

7 oz. tonic water

Twist of lime

Lemon leaf or kaffir lime leaf

Gin & Tonic 2



A G&T with character: the ginger 
adds fresh, spicy notes, and the 
apple brings a light sharpness to 
round the drink off nicely.

Ingredients:

2 oz. GINRAW gin

7 oz. Tonic Water

Twist of lime

Slice of Granny Smith apple

Slice of fresh ginger

GinTonic Rare



G&G

Ingredients:

2 oz.  GINRAW gin

7 oz. ginger beer

Slice of lime

Sprig of mint



Basil Bramble

A take on a classic with a fresher and 
more herbal twist.

Ingredients:

1.5 oz. GINRAW

1 oz. freshly squeeze lime juice

.5 oz. sugar syrup

4 basil leaves

1 oz. of sparkling water

Blackberry liqueur

Crispy basil

Blackberry



Gimlet

The Falernum ginger 
compliments the fresh citrus 
character of GINRAW.

Ingredients:

2 oz. GINRAW

.75 oz. Falernum

Twist of lime

Candied ginger



Golden Era

A classic cocktail with a modern and 
innovative twist. It has a bitter touch, 
the fino adds complexity and the 
ice-wine sweetens it to give body. 

Ingredients

1 oz. GINRAW

.75 oz. Suze

.5 oz.  ice wine

.25 oz. fino sherry

Twist of lemon



Rare Sazerak

The smoothness and balance of 
botanicals means GINRAW can be 
savoured. This cocktail combines citrus 
notes with bitter grapefruit and floral 
notes of lavender or chamomile.

Ingredients

 2 oz.GINRAW

1 sugar cube

2 dashes of grapefruit bitters

Aromatic spray

Twist of lemon



Ingredients

1 oz. GINRAW

1.25 oz. vermouth rosso

.75 oz. Campari with coffee

.5 oz. lemon juice

.5 oz. simple syrup

Lemon zest

Negroni Coffee Sour



The sourness of the pineapple, 
raspberry and Cava, combined with 
the structure and aromatic 
complexity of the gin defines an 
elegant and sophisticated cocktail.

Ingredients:

1.5 oz. GINRAW

.5 oz. pineapple juice

.5 oz. raspberry syrup

Splash of Cava

Rose petals

Pink Kiss


